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Magnetic anisotropy of FexCo12x multilayers on Cu„001…: Reorientation transition
of magnetic moments due to different interlayer coupling
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The magnetic anisotropy energies of FexCo12x multilayers on Cu~001! have been determined by means of
ab initio calculations using the fully relativistic, spin-polarized screened Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker method
within the local spin density approximation. By utilizing the coherent potential approximation the Fe/Co
system was treated within a mean-field approach as a~uniform! randomly disordered alloy. The type of
magnetic interlayer coupling—either ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic—that is energetically more favorable
is found to depend on both the film thickness and alloy composition. It seems therefore that the type of
magnetic interlayer coupling is also responsible for the reorientation transition mainly because of the strong
enhancement of the band energy contribution to the magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy in the case of
antiferromagnetic coupling.@S0163-1829~98!01934-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The magnetic anisotropy of thin films of transition meta
has been the subject of quite a few theoretical works in
cent years.1–9 So far, in these studies exclusively pure met
lic films on a noble metal substrate have been investiga
The present paper focuses on the much tougher problem
the magnetocrystalline anisotropy of a magnetic alloy fil
namely, of thin Fe/Co films on a Cu~001! substrate.

Thin films of these two constituents have different orie
tations of the easy axis on Cu~001!: Fe films up to a thick-
ness of at least 10 monolayers~ML’s ! show out-of-plane
magnetization,10 while thin Co films are magnetized i
plane.11 These experimental facts have been confirmed a
by first-principles calculations~see Refs. 12, 13 and Refs. 1
15, respectively!. Thus, an interesting behavior is to be e
pected when alloying Fe with Co. The aim of this paper
therefore to study how the easy axis of the magnetizatio
such an alloy system varies with film thickness and com
sition, i.e., to address the question of whether regions
different preferred orientations of the moments can be id
tified as a function of the number of magnetic layers and
the alloy composition and, hence, if there are such region
pinpoint also the driving force behind such a reorientatio

It has been shown previously12,13 that antiferromagneti-
cally coupled Fe layers on Cu~001! exhibit perpendicular
PRB 580163-1829/98/58~10!/6316~5!/$15.00
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magnetism up to a film thickness of at least seven ato
layers, whereas if the layers are arranged ferromagnetic
the moments are oriented in plane.16 This indicates that also
in the case of Fe-rich Fe/Co thin films the type of magne
interlayer coupling might be of crucial importance for a co
rect theoretical description of the magnetic anisotropy ene
~MAE!. Consequently, we performed self-consistent calcu
tions for each alloy composition and film thickness und
consideration by varying the type of magnetic interlayer co
pling in order to find the magnetic configuration that corr
sponds to the lowest total energy. This configuration w
then used for the determination of the MAE.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II summari
the computational details of the self-consistent calculati
and the type of magnetic interlayer coupling in the respec
ground states; in Sec. III we describe the approach applie
calculate the MAE and analyze the results obtained. Fina
in a conclusion we summarize our results and relate
present work to available experiments.

II. GROUND STATE CONFIGURATIONS

The self-consistent calculations were carried out by us
a spin-polarized,scalar-relativistic version of the screened
Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker~KKR! method17,18 because of its
numerical efficiency. For some cases it has been checked
6316 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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a fully relativistic, self-consistent treatment5 yields results
not significantly different from the present ones as the m
netic coupling between layers is to first order determined
the ~nonrelativistic! exchange interaction.

For disordered layered systems the inhomogeneous co
ent potential approximation~CPA! has been discussed in d
tails in Ref. 19. Since our self-consistent calculations rely
standard applications of the local spin-density approxima
~LSDA! in the context of random alloys treated within th
CPA,20 no further theoretical details have to be repeated. T
same computational parameters as in our previ
investigations13,16 were used. In particular, no attempt w
made to account for a relatively small tetragonal expans
of the surface layers along the surface normal.21

We thus carried out self-consistent calculations for
(FexCo12x)n /Cu(001) system forx50.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.85
0.9, and 1.0 andn51,...,7. For a proper determination of th
respective ground state a comparison of the total energie
all possible configurations with respect to different magne
intra- and interlayer couplings would have been necess
which, however, would have been untractable to perfo
Instead, as previously assumed,13,16we exclusively supposed
ferromagnetic intralayer coupling~see also Ref. 22!. Further-
more, since antiferromagnetic coupling is to be expec
only for Fe-rich samples, for each film thicknessn beside the
ferromagnetic configuration we considered only that c
figuration which has been identified as the state of low
energy for the corresponding Fen /Cu(001) system~see
Table I of Ref. 13!. With respect to these two configuration
in the following the one of lower total energy is referred to
the ground state. For three FexCo12x layers we verified that
this indeed pertains over the full range of compositions c
sidered. Note furthermore that no concentration grad
with respect to the surface normal was assumed; i.e.,
alloy composition was the same in each magnetic layer
Cu~001!.

In Fig. 1 the difference of the total energyDEtot of the
antiferromagnetically coupled systemEtot(AF) and that of
the ferromagnetic systemEtot(F) is displayed as a function o
the concentrationx for n52, 3, 6, and 7. As forx51.0,13 for
two layers of FexCo12x the ferromagnetic alignment is ene
getically favorable over the whole range of concentratio
Remarkably, increasing the Co content hardly changes
energetical difference between the ferromagnetic and ant
romagnetic alignments. For three layers, atx51.0, the~↓↑↑!
configuration~substrate on the left side! turned out to be the
ground state as discussed in some detail in Ref. 13. W
increasing the Co concentration,DEtot is linearly increasing
such that forx50.9 it becomes positive; that is, the ferr
magnetic configuration becomes favorable. This tende
can basically be attributed to an increasing ferromagn
coupling between Co sites as well as between the Fe and
sites.

Clearly, also for thicker films this tendency holds tru
Since, however, for pure Fe filmsDEtot is increasing with
film thickness,13 the Co concentration at which the groun
state turns out to be ferromagnetic is expected to incre
too. Although not shown in Fig. 1, for four and five laye
the transition is found to be at approximately 85% and 8
of Fe concentration, respectively. As can be deduced f
Fig. 1, for six layers the transition occurs at aboutx50.75;
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however, for seven layers this critical Fe concentrat
seems to rise slightly. Obviously, at any concentrationDEtot
for seven layers is above that for six layers. It is thus diffic
to estimate what happens for even thicker films. Since
hierarchy of metastable antiferromagnetic configurations g
quite complicated for thicker films~see also Fig. 2 of Ref
13!, a determination of the ground state in terms of to
energies for such films seems to be a rather difficult num
cal task. On the other hand, as—depending on the exp
mental situation, preparation, etc.—for larger film thic
nesses and Fe concentrations a fcc-to-bcc-type struc
phase transformation occurs,10 the present restriction to
seven layers coincides in about with the range of the fcc-t
growth of Fe-rich FexCo12x overlayers on Cu~001!.

III. MAGNETOCRYSTALLINE ANISOTROPY ENERGIES

A. Calculation of the MAE

In principle the MAE is defined as the difference in e
ergy between a uniform in-plane~i! and a uniform normal-
to-plane~'! orientation of the magnetization in the system
consideration,

DE5E~ i !2E~' !. ~1!

Relying on the force theorem~see, e.g., Refs. 2 and 23! the
MAE contains two contributions, namely, the band ener
DEb and the magnetostatic dipole-dipole energyDEdd ,

DE5DEb1DEdd . ~2!

Details of how to calculate these two contributions to t
MAE for layered systems within a fully relativistic, spin

FIG. 1. Total energy differences between the antiferromagn
and ferromagnetic arrangements of (FexCo12x)n /Cu(001) for n
52 ~solid diamonds, dashed line!, n53 ~solid squares, dash-dotte
line!, n56 ~solid triangles, dotted line!, and n57 ~solid circles,
solid line! as a function of the Fe concentration.
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polarized approach as used in here are discussed in Re
Since, however, in the present case one has to deal w
two-component alloy, short attention will be given in th
following to the definitions of these two quantities in th
case of statistical disorder.

For layered systems the band energyEb(d) for a given
orientation of the magnetization (d5i or '! is defined
within the CPA as the concentration-weighted sum over
relevant layers in the surface region~including a few vacuum
and Cu layers!:

Eb~d!5(
p

(
a

cpaEb
p,a~d!, ~3!

wherep specifies a certain layer, anda refers to a particular
component of concentrationcpa . Note that in a homoge
neously alloyed multilayercpa is the same in all layersp.
The quantitiesEb

p,a are given by

Eb
p,a~d!5E

2`

eF
~e2eF!na

p~e;d!de, ~4!

where na
p(e;d) is the layer and component projected loc

density of states~see also Ref. 19!. It should be noted tha
since the Fermi leveleF is determined by the nonmagnet
substrate, one and the sameeF applies for all magnetic ori-
entations of the overlayer system.

In Ref. 5 we also discussed a method in order to calcu
the dipole-dipole interaction energy of two-dimension
translational invariant systems. Since in terms of a gen
complex medium the CPA has to recover this kind of tra
lational invariance in a multicomponent alloy, the mome
arising from Fe and from Co have to be weighted with th
respective concentrations such that to each site in a g
layer p a uniform magnetic moment applies:

^mp&5(
a

cpampa , ~5!

where ^& denotes an average over statistical configurati
andmpa refers to the magnetic moment of componenta in
layer p. It should be noted that by using the above avera
magnetic moments in Eq.~A2! of Ref. 5, one in fact neglect
vertex corrections of the kind̂ mRmR8&2^mR&^mR8&,
whereR andR8 refer to two different sites.

B. Results on the MAE

Figure 2 shows the calculated values ofDEb , DEdd , and
DE for film thicknesses of two to seven layers of FexCo12x
on Cu~001! as a function of the Fe concentrationx. Note that
in all cases these values correspond to the so-called gro
state configuration~see Sec. II!. For two layers and—
although not shown in Fig. 2—for one layer of Fe/Co t
MAE is negative for all concentrations under considerati
i.e., the magnetization is always in plane. This occurs des
the fact that for an increasing amount of Fe,DEb clearly gets
positive, since the magnitude of the negativeDEdd increases,
too. For three layers and for concentrations up tox50.85,
DEb is quite stable around 0.4 eV, but because of the la
negative value ofDEdd , the MAE is still negative. Atx
50.9, i.e., at the concentration at which the ground st
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refers to antiferromagnetic interlayer coupling~see Fig. 1!, a
sudden increase can be seen in the MAE. This shows u
both contributions of the MAE. As discussed in Ref. 1
antiferromagnetic coupling reduces the magnetic momen
Fe; therefore,DEdd clearly drops in magnitude. On the othe
hand, a strong enhancement ofDEb can be observed. A laye
and composition resolved analysis shows that similarly to
case of pure Fe films this enhancement is entirely due to
sites.

The above effects caused by antiferromagnetic coup
apply also for the MAE of films thicker than three monola
ers. In the range of the antiferromagnetic ground stateDEdd
decreases in magnitude with decreasing Fe content. Onc

FIG. 2. Calculated magnetic anisotropy energies as a functio
the Fe concentration for (FexCo12x)n /Cu(001) forn52,3,4,5,6,7.
The type of antiferromagnetic arrangement is indicated by arro
whereby the Cu substrate is on the left hand side. Solid circles,DEb

for the ferromagnetic configuration; open circles,DEb for the anti-
ferromagnetic configuration; solid triangles,DEdd for the ferromag-
netic configuration; open triangles,DEdd for the antiferromagnetic
configuration; solid diamonds,DE for the ferromagnetic configura
tion; open diamonds,DE for the antiferromagnetic configuration.
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system becomes ferromagneticDEdd suddenly increases du
to the enhanced Fe moments. Beyond this transition, i.e.
further decreasing the Fe concentration,DEdd again de-
creases. The change ofDEb with respect tox is even more
dramatic: in each case at the transition from the antife
magnetic to ferromagnetic state it drops by more than
eV, in the seven-layer case even by more than 1 eV. Th
fore, whenever the ground state is found to be ferromagn
the MAE turns out to be negative, while for an antiferroma
netic ground state it is positive. The only exception
namely, that an antiferromagnetic ground state does not
respond to an out-of-plane orientation of th
magnetization—is the case of six layers at an alloy com
sition of Fe0.8Co0.2, which, however, can be attributed to th
somewhat different arrangement of antiferromagnetic c
pling as compared to the other cases@see also the case o
Fe6/Cu(001) ~Ref. 13!#. As compared to the ferromagnet
arrangement the enhancement ofDEb caused by antiferro-
magnetic coupling is clearly seen from Fig. 3.

Finally, in Fig. 4 a schematic representation of regions
in plane or perpendicular magnetization can be given
terms of a ‘‘phase diagram’’ of the reorientation transitio
In this figure points corresponding to an in-plane magnet
tion are displayed as open circles, while those for wh
perpendicular magnetization pertains are indicated as s
circles. In this plot also the data for a monolayer of Fe/Co
shown. By comparing this ‘‘phase diagram’’ with what h
been said previously about the transition from ferromagn
to antiferromagnetic coupling, it is now apparent that in
gions where the layers are coupled antiferromagnetica
perpendicular magnetization prevails @except for

FIG. 3. Comparison of the calculated values ofDEb for differ-
ent alloy compositions as a function of the number of Fe/Co lay
Circles, Fe1.0Co0.0; triangles, Fe0.9Co0.1; squares, Fe0.85Co0.15; dia-
monds, Fe0.8Co0.2. Open symbols refer to the antiferromagne
configurations as displayed in Fig. 2 and solid symbols to the
romagnetic one.
by
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(Fe0.8Co0.2)6#, while in regions of ferromagnetic coupling th
films show in-plane magnetization.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, reorientations between an in-plane and a
pendicular orientation of the magnetization are predicted
films thicker than two monolayers of Fe/Co and at all
compositions with Fe concentrations above approxima
70%. As one moves from three to five layers a reorientat
occurs at decreasing Fe concentrations. Above this
thickness, however, the range of compositions for the re
entation seems to remain approximately constant. T
mechanism responsible for the different orientations of
moments can be reduced to different types of coupling
tween layers, which in turn depends on the thickness of
film and on the composition of the alloy.

The calculated concentration range of only in-plane m
netization fits rather well to a recent experimental study
Dittscharet al.24 There is also good agreement between
calculated anisotropy energies at the reorientation~e.g., for
n53, DEb.0.5 meV, which with respect to the in-plan
spacing of fcc Cu, namely,a54.83 a.u., corresponds to
value of about 1.2 mJ/m2) and what has been fitted in Ref. 2
(ESOC.1.1 mJ/m2). Furthermore, as can be deduced fro
Fig. 2, in agreement with experiment this anisotropy ene
gradually increases when the film thickness increases.

The experimental data,24 however, do suggest that the re
orientation transition occurs already at a film thickness
two monolayers, and that above four monolayers, only
plane magnetization is present~except for Fe concentration
close to 1, which, however, was not investigated in the ci

s.

r-

FIG. 4. ‘‘Phase diagram’’ of the reorientation transition in term
regions of perpendicular and in-plane magnetization. Solid circ
in the shaded region correspond to a positive MAE and therefor
a perpendicular magnetization. Open circles indicate a nega
MAE and an in-plane orientation of the magnetic moments.
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experimental study!. In order to comment on this discrep
ancy, it should be recalled that the present results corresp
to T50 K, while the measurements were carried out in
temperature range between 120 and 300 K. Since at a g
composition finite temperatures most likely decrease
critical thickness of the film~or for a given film thickness
decreases the critical Fe concentration! at which the reorien-
tation occurs, the ‘‘phase field’’ of perpendicular orientati
in the phase diagram of Ref. 24 is expected to move to la
film thicknesses as the temperature approachesT50 K.

Furthermore, as mentioned already in Sec. II., the pre
calculations do not take into account the experimenta
recorded24 tetragonal expansion of the Fe/Co film (c/a
;1.04) for film thicknesses ofn,4 and for Fe concentra
tions x.0.7. Since like in the case of Ni overlayers o
Cu~100! ~Refs. 7 and 25! such lattice modulations can be o
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quite some importance for the MAE of ultrathin films, withi
this particular range of layersn and concentrationsx an in-
clusion of these modulations might improve the agreem
between the present results and the available experime
data.
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